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Purpose 
To provide answers to frequently asked question associated with Lifesaving Operations Training.   

Frequently Asked Questions 
1. Can I deliver classroom activities via Zoom or Microsoft teams? 

Answer: The capacity to leverage online learning significantly reduces the need for 
classroom learning. Given the various hands-on skills and techniques requiring access to 
equipment and TAF feedback / corrections, it has been determined that training should only 
be delivered remotely for resource intensive courses (SRC / Bronze Medallion).  

When clubs are leveraging the modular version of SRC or Bronze, it will be permitted to 
deliver the ‘theory’ modules (in full) remotely and then revisit the hands-on activities during 
the next face-to-face session. In these instances, the module should be delivered in full and 
in accordance with the session plan. Any practical activities can be introduced remotely but 
should not be signed off until the face-to-face component has occurred. 

2. Can I deliver simultaneous Skills Maintenance sessions? 
Answer: All Skills Maintenance should be scheduled, registered and delivered independent 
of one another. Where multiple session are delivered on the same day, they should;  

• Occur one after the other,  
• Enable sufficient time between activities for cleaning/disinfection,  
• Ensure no cross-over of TAFs’, attendees (arrival, attendance, departure), 
• Ensure no cross-over of equipment.  

3. Can I deliver simultaneous New Award activities?  
Answer: All New Award training should be scheduled, registered and delivered independent 
of one another. Where multiple session are delivered on the same day, they should;  

• Occur one after the other,  
• Enable sufficient time between activities for cleaning/disinfection,  
• Ensure no cross-over of TAFs’, attendees (arrival, attendance, departure), 
• Ensure no cross-over of equipment.  
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4. How many TAFs and Trainees TAFs can attend New Award activities? 
Answer: Clubs should have as few TAFs in attendance at New Award training and Skills 
Maintenance activities as is possible, whilst still meeting the minimum training compliance 
and water safety requirements.  

Whilst clubs can have one trainee trainer or trainee assessor or trainee facilitator, there 
should be no further members / TAFs in attendance. 

5. Are there any pre-requisite requirements for the new Marine License course? 

Answer: The pre-requisite requirement for attendance at a Marine licence course will be: 

• Club member current for 2020-21, 
• Minimum 17 years old on the day of final assessment, 
• Current Bronze Medallion, 
• Current Inflatable Rescue Boat Crew (IRBC). 

The intent of the pre-requisites are to ensure that on completion of the Marine License 
course, members hold the pre-requisites required for the IRB Driver award. 

Further Information 
These FAQ’s are the responsibility of the Committee of Training and Assessment and 
administrated with the support of the Volunteer Training team. Feedback on the FAQ’s is 
welcome and further clarification can be sought by emailing volunteertraining@lsv.com.au.  
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